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Handsome decor, culinary delights, and craft drinks are nothing new; but when paired with fluffy
hotel beds and room service the next morning, the combination is our kryptonite. What can we say?
We're suckers for urbane places to hang and stay.
San Francisco being a popular tourist destination, we've always had our share of charming and luxurious
hotels. But recent years have been a boon to the city's boutique hotel scene, with several slick
newcomers rolling out the red carpet lately. From the legendary pool parties of the now-almost-retro
Phoenix Hotel to the poshly patterned and art-filled Kelly Wearstler–designed interiors of the new It
spot, Proper, SF's small hotels have the right amount of bells and whistles, each unique in their own cool
way.
If you're in the mood for a stylish cocktail or savory bar bite, or perhaps a romantic overnighter, here are
our picks for the chicest boutique stays in SF. Who doesn't love a staycation?

If you have one too many cocktails at Benjamin Cooper, you can tuck into a tufted bed in one of the rooms upstairs.

Hotel G
Perhaps best known to locals as the home of the custom cocktail-and-oyster pushing hideout bar that
is Benjamin Cooper, Union Square's Hotel G (formerly the Hotel Frank) underwent two years of sprucing
up before it reopened in 2014. With modern-minimalist decor by New York-based Hun Aw Studio, the
153-room hotel exudes a crisp, functional vibe, accented by vintage writing desks and Victorian settees
that play on the 1908 building's history. But our favorite part, hands-down, is G's partnership
with Creativity Explored: Should you fall in love with the artwork hanging in your room, you can take it
home; the purchase will benefit the SF nonprofit's work with developmentally disabled adults. // 386
Geary St. (Union Square); reservations (starting at $250/night) at hotelgsanfrancisco.com.

